Classification of Jesuit Colleges.     119
countries, the colleges of the Company were divided
into three classes, i. The great colleges with a revenue
of 20,000 francs, containing about 100 teachers, in which
were taught, besides the classics and sciences, theology
and Eastern languages, with a special view to missions.
2. The middle colleges, with a revenue of 16,000 francs
and about fifty teachers, instructing only in classics and
philosophy, this last consisting of logic, morals, meta-
physics, physics, aifd mathematics. 3. Small colleges, with
a revenue of 10,000 francs and a staff of from twenty
to forty teachers, dealing only with the ordinary classical
curriculum and morality. The education was gratuitous,
and the poor and the rich were educated together. This
however did not prevent the colleges from receiving
presents, and the amount of these received from the richer
students shows that they were well able to educate the
poorer students for nothing. The colleges began as
seminaries for the novices of the order; then outdoor
pupils were admitted at the request of the public; then
bursaries were added by private munificence; and, lastly,
the sons of rich and noble families were admitted also.
Besides The regular colleges, other institutions were
founded under the direction of the rector, such as
convictoria alumnorum^ boarding schools in which a small
sum was paid for board and lodging, seminaries ex-
clusively for the education of priests, and schools into
which none were admitted except the scions of noble
families. We have only to deal now with the little
colleges which belong to secondary or school education.
These were governed by a rector and a prefect of studies,
pis duty was to visit the classes, to conduct the examina-
tions, and generally to inspect the work of teachers and
pupils. Under him a sub-prefect attended especially to
discipline. The school was divided into five classes : the

